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THE EXPAT EXPO

International Performing Arts Center

A SHOWCASE OF WAHLBERLINER
INTERDISCIPLINARY FESTIVAL FOR BERLIN'S ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ARTS AND ARTISTS
Mon, June 9 - Fri, June 13, 2014 | EXPAT MARKT on Sat & Sun, June 14 & 15, 2014
English Theatre Berlin | International Performing Arts Center will once
again open up its entire campus to the English-speaking
international community of artists for the 2014 edition of the EXPAT
EXPO. Performers, musicians, theater makers, writers, comedians and
performing artists in every genre imaginable have been invited to
present their art and creativity to Berlin for one Anglomanic week.
Berliner Melange Deluxe: the EXPAT EXPO is a one-of-a-kind
opportunity to get a glimpse into Berlin's dizzying artistic diversity
and maybe discover one or another newcomer.
The EXPAT EXPO has three components: evening performances,
daytime workshops & family shows and the Expat Markt.
PEARLS FROM OVER 70 APPLICATIONS
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With more than 70 excellent applications, over 50 for the evening
program alone, it was not easy for Daniel Brunet, founder and curator
of the festival, to select the pearls. The selection for the daytime
program, coordinated by Monika Gossmann and Minna
Partanen, was just as difficult.

A total of 10 workshops and 17 evening performances have been invited. There’s a lot lined up: from
improvisation or writing workshop, a capella music and live art to aerial acrobatics, contemporary
dance and adaptations of Strindberg.
The entire lineup along with ticket prices can be soon be found here: http://www.etberlin.de/expatexpo
Each evening begins at 6pm and has a maximum of four performances, all ranging in length
between 35 and 65 minutes. The daytime program will offer two selections per day, the first between
10am and 1pm, the second between 2pm and 5pm. Each workshop will last about 3 hours. The
workshops are all led by international experts in their respective disciplines.
The EXPAT MARKT, a weekend-long marketplace cum performance installation, was a huge hit last year.
It features the goods and services of international visual artists, artisans, business owners and
performers. This year it will be held on Saturday, June 14 and Sunday, June 15 from 12pm to 6pm –
this time in the theater's gorgeous courtyard as well!
The 2014 Expat Expo Team is Daniel Brunet | Concept and Curation, Monika Gossmann and Minna Partanen |
Daytime Program Coordinators, Ralf Arndt and Torsten Litschko | Technical Direction and Production
Management, Carmen Talavera Armero | Markt Coordination and Associate Production Management, Jenny Eyer
| Stage Management
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